Abstract: Applying extreme ultraviolet (XUV) transient absorption spectroscopy, the dynamics of the two laser dressed transitions 3d 5/2 -to-5p 3/2 and 3p 3/2 -to-5s 1/2 at photon energies of 91.3 eV and 210.4 eV were examined with attosecond temporal resolution. The dressing process was modeled with density matrix equations which are found to describe very accurately both the experimentally observed transmission dynamics and the linear and nonlinear dressing oscillations at 0.75 PHz and 1.5 PHz frequencies. Furthermore, using Fourier transform XUV spectroscopy, quantum beats from the 3d 5/2 -3d 3/2 and 3p 3/2 -3p 1/2 sublevels at 0.3 PHz and 2.0 PHz were experimentally identified and resolved. 
Introduction
Intense laser fields interact with atoms, molecules and even solids non-adiabatically by producing transient changes in their occupied or unoccupied electronic quantum states. The response of the material to this so called dressing is typically very fast lying in the few PHz and sub-PHz frequency range. Attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS) [1] is a suitable spectroscopy tool to follow and study such a fast material responses. Revealing PHzscale responses of materials helps us to develop and improve coherent extreme ultraviolet (XUV) [2] [3] [4] and soft X-ray (SXR) [5] [6] [7] light sources by means of high harmonic generation (HHG) and to extend the operational speed of different optoelectronic detectors [8] .
Nowadays, ATAS is extensively applied to study intense laser field dressed solids like Si [9, 10] , diamond [11] , Zr [10] , by probing valence or core electrons. Gases like helium [12] [13] [14] [15] , neon [16] and H 2 [17] were mainly probed by their valence electrons at around and below 20 eV with attosecond or femtosecond resolution. Probing core level electronic states in atoms or molecules is more challenging because they require HHG sources with much higher photon energies, where the conversion efficiency of HHG is typically low. Consequently, mainly xenon gas [18] [19] [20] , argon [21] and two-electron transitions in He [22] have been studied at around 60 eV, and time resolved spectroscopy at higher photon energies were rare [23] [24] [25] [26] and gave mainly femtosecond resolution even in solids [27] [28] [29] .
Our aim was to measure the time-resolved XUV absorption of neutral krypton gas. ATAS of krypton was earlier measured [23] at its ionized states. In the case of neutral krypton, a strong absorption can be observed between 90 and 95 eV containing several transitions between the occupied 3d inner-shell and the unoccupied np levels [30, 31] , and transitions from the 3p inner-shell at around 210 eV have also been measured and predicted [32] [33] [34] .
The generated HHG spectrum that we used as probe covered the spectral range from 70 eV to 230 eV, making it possible to study both types of core level transitions i.e. the excitations from the sublevels of the 3d and 3p electronic states. The study of these transitions in Kr was motivated by the fact that the distance between the 5s and 5p levels is 1.52 eV, which is within the bandwidth of our dressing laser pulse (central energy was at 1.55 eV). Consequently, the 5s and 5p levels were resonantly coupled by the dressing laser field and a strong dressing effect was predicted for both the 3d 5/2 -to-5p 3/2 and 3p 3/2 -to-5s 1/2 transitions at 91.3 eV and 210.4 eV, respectively. Furthermore, since the 5p and 6p levels have an energydifference of 1.3 eV, it was also close to resonance with the laser field.
Experimental setup and examined transitions of krypton
In the experimental arrangement, similarly to our earlier measurement [10] , a concentric mirror-pair focused the 25-fs-long, 200 mJ pulses of a 10 Hz Ti:sapphire laser system to two gas sources, see Fig. 1(a) . The inner mirror focused the 6 mJ/pulse portion of the laser beam to a jet containing Ne gas for HHG serving as probe pulse. The beam diameter in the focus was 110 µm giving a peak intensity of about 1.5 × 10 15 W/cm 2 expecting Gaussian pulse shape, a suitably large one to produce harmonics up to the cut-off energy of about 300 eV. Zr thin-film filter was placed before the XUV spectrograph (McPherson 248/310G with multichannel plate) to suppress all light completely below 50 eV. The gas jet was a tube with diameter of 1 mm to block as little portion of the laser beam from the outer mirror as possible and it was drilled through for the laser beam focused by the inner mirror. The generated harmonic spectrum covered a wide spectral range from about 70 eV to 230 eV, Fig. 1(b) , at the optimal backing pressure of the Ne gas of 1.6 bar. Harmonic lines at different parts of the spectrum are well recognizable. For calibration purpose, 100-nm-thick Si foil was used in the measurements when it is not stated otherwise, of which L-edge can be seen in Fig. 1(b) at about 100 eV.
The generated divergent HHG beam passed through the 1 mm diameter drilled holes of the second gas jet (tube with 3 mm diameter) placed 500 mm from the HHG source. This contained the examined Kr gas and the HHG beam probed the transmission change in Kr produced by the dressing laser field. For dressing/pump, the outer mirror focused a conical beam to the Kr gas. In the focus, the outer mirror produced a ring structure. The laser energy reaching the outer mirror was controlled with a motorized aperture between 12 and 50 mJ giving laser peak intensities in the Kr gas between 4 × 10 13 and 6 × 10 14 W/cm 2 estimated from the beam profile and pulse energy. Measurable HHG was not observed from Kr. Using a suitable distance between the gas jets, the intensity originated from the divergent laser beam of the inner mirror added less than 2% to the dressing intensity, what was negligible as will be discussed later in 4.2.2. The internal movable mirror allowed scanning the delay between the generated harmonic pulses and the dressing laser beam. A BBO crystal between the two gas jets and sum-frequency generation between the pump and probe beam was used to determine the position of the zero delay. Fig. 1. (a) In the experimental setup, a concentric mirror pair focused the inner and outer parts of the laser beam to two longitudinally separated gas jets, the first used to generate the HHG probe beam and the second used to perform pump/probe measurement of Kr. The insets show the measured beam profiles of the XUV beam and pump laser beam. (b) The high harmonic spectrum generated for probe covered the spectral range from about 70 eV to 230 eV. (c) The average transmission change (ΔT) along a delay scan shows the two spectral ranges where the effect on the Kr gas was observed, namely between 85 and 100 eV and 205-230 eV. (d) Within these spectral ranges two laser dressed transitions: the transition from 3p 3/2 to the dressed 5s 1/2 at 210.4 eV and the transition from 3d 5/2 to the dressed 5p 3/2 at 91.3 eV furthermore (e) beating between 3p and 3d sublevels were examined. The few occupied (solid lines) and unoccupied (dashed lines) states of the krypton atom being within our interest are given.
The generated harmonic spectrum was well suitable to probe the two laser-dressed transitions in Kr gas presented in Fig. 1(d) or the sublevel beating presented in Fig. 1(e) . The backing pressure of Kr was chosen to 1.2 bar to be mainly transparent but to produce measurable absorption at the two transitions 3d 5s at 210.4 eV [31, 34] . In the interaction volume we had few torr × cm estimated pressure-length product (proportional to gas density). The transmission change along a delay scan was averaged in Fig. 1(c) to determine and demonstrate the spectral ranges where laser dressing and beating took effect. Well distinguished changes can be observed in the spectral range of 85-100 eV and 205-230 eV, around the two particular transitions. Some weaker change can also be observed between the two spectral ranges, which can be attributed to the effect of the laser dressing to the 3d to continuum transitions and is out of the interest of the present study.
In the experiment, an attosecond pulse train (APT) was used to probe transient absorption. Since the probe pulses are weak, i.e. the absorption can be considered as linear (no saturation of absorption), and the temporal distance between the pulses in the APT is uniform, APT is suitable for attosecond pump-probe measurements. It can measure processes with time constant shorter than the optical half-cycle or longer than the optical pulse, what was within the scope of our measurements.
Beating between 3p and 3d sublevels in krypton
Beating can be expected when two transitions are possible at the same time with close photon energies. As presented in Fig. 1 (e), two beating channels are possible in the spectral range of this study: between the 3d 3/2 and 3d 1/2 sublevels and between the 3p 1/2 and 3p 3/2 sublevels. In the case of 3d shell, the distance between the two sublevels is 1.2 eV, which means a beat frequency of 2 B E h
PHz, what is within the ± 0.02 PHz measurement accuracy of the observed 0.3 PHz frequency. Because the 1.3 eV distance between 5p and 6p levels was almost the same as the distance between the 3d sublevels, the transitions 3d 1/2 -5p 3/2 and 3d 3/2 -6p 1/2 and their dressed levels were probed at the same time giving one of the possible channels of beating, which had to appear periodically in the spectrum. This channel is noted with red arrows in Fig. 1(e) . The other possible beating channel was the transitions from both sublevels into the continuum, and the associated beating had to appear continuously above 95 eV. W/cm 2 . In panels (e) and (f), the delay dependence of the transmission changes were compared at two nearby photon energies at the 3p 1/2 -5s -1/2 transition at around 218.2 eV.
Similar beating channels should be observed in the case of the 3p level, where the distance between the sublevels is 7.8 eV, giving a beat frequency of 2 B ν = 1.9 PHz that is very close to the observed 2 PHz peak, which gave an 8.2 eV measured difference between the sublevels. We have to note that from the available literature [32] [33] [34] the origin and the accuracy of these level-energies cannot be concluded. The possible channel of the beating from the 3p levels is presented in Fig. 1(e) with blue arrows. Similarly to the 3d level, the beating should give a spectrally periodic pattern produced by the transitions 3p 1/2 -5s -1/2 at 218.2 eV and its dressed levels, and by the transition from 3p 3/2 to the continuum. Similarly to 3d shell, another possible channel was the transition from the 3p sublevels to the continuum, what should give a spectrally non-periodic beating pattern beyond 222 eV.
To observe the beating and separate it from other processes, the delay dependent signal was Fourier transformed and Fourier filters were applied to the measured data sets with a window selecting only the 0.3 PHz peak in the case of 3d levels and the 2 PHz peak for 3p levels. More details about the Fourier filtering will be given in Section 4 and Fig In the case of 3d levels, Fig. 2 (a) and 2(b), the beating was very well visible and appeared mainly between −10 fs and + 10 fs delays, where the laser intensity was the highest and the spectral periodicity can be observed for both intensities. At the higher intensity, the beating spread over a boarder spectral range, as it can be expected, while the higher laser intensity produced more high-order dressed levels. The continuous beating contribution can mainly be seen between −20 fs and −10 fs delay at around 100 eV, where there was no periodic beating. In the case of 3p levels, Fig. 2 (c) and 2(d), the beating was relatively weak at lower laser intensity Fig. 2 (c) and appeared mainly at higher photon energies and the continuous contribution dominated. However, at higher intensity Fig. 2(d) , it was spectrally periodic and it appeared in the −10 fs to + 10 fs delay range, as it was expected. More details were resolved at the 3p 1/2 -5s -1/2 transition at around 218.2 eV. The black frames in Fig. 2(d) show the delay ranges where transmissions were plotted separately in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) and at two neighbor photon energies just below and above the transition. Figure 2 (e) shows the XUV transmission at negative delay before strong dressing. Here, the beatings were weak and in phase. At around zero delay in Fig. 2(f) , where the laser intensity and consequently the dressing and beating were strong, the phase between the two photon energies changed to inverse. To understand fully the detailed behavior of the beating, development of a suitable theoretical model and further examinations are needed.
Dynamics of laser dressing in krypton
As presented in Fig. 1(d) , two types of possible core transition can be studied by the broad HHG spectrum that was generated, namely the 3d 5/2 -to-5p 3/2 and 3p 3/2 -to-5s 1/2 transitions at 91.3 eV and 210.4 eV, respectively. The energy difference between the 5s 1/2 and 5p 3/2 levels of Kr is 1.52 eV, which gave us a unique opportunity to couple these levels resonantly with short Ti:sapphire laser pulses, and due to this coupling a strong dressing effect was expected. We studied it theoretically and experimentally.
Theoretical predictions of the laser dressing on the XUV transmissions
To make predictions about the expected effect of the laser dressing and for comparison with measurements, calculations were performed. Density matrix equations were used beyond the rotating wave approximation (RWA), since this approximation is unsuitable when the field strength of the control IR field is in the high-field regime [35] . To follow the processes for the 3d
5p transition, 4 levels were taken into account, namely 3d, 5s, 5p, and 6p. Note that the 3d
6p (92.6 eV) transition was included in the calculation since it is close to one of the dressed states of 3d −1 5p, as mentioned above. The four-level system equations correspond to a double-Λ configuration [36] 
where ii ρ are the populations of levels i, with i = 1, 2, 3, 4 corresponding to levels 3d, 5s, 5p, 
where IR E and XUV E are the peak amplitudes of the IR and XUV pulses, respectively, IR ω and 5s three-level system (lower row in Fig. 3 
For the calculation of the time evolution of the atomic polarization, we subtract the contribution from the IR field alone, and we safely use a window function given by a super Gaussian centered at the IR pulse with a width of 40 fs (FWHM) in order to avoid the coherences induced by the XUV pulse and the upper states when the atom is not laser dressed, which in the numerical simulation produces a "ringing" effect until long after the XUV pulse is over [37] . This well-known spurious ringing does not produce stimulated emission or absorption and is basically absent when the atom is laser dressed. The calculated transmission signal is given by ( )
are the spectra of the atomic polarization and the input XUV field, respectively, c is the speed of light in vacuum, N is the atomic density, and L is the length of the interaction region [35] . In the simulations we chose NL = 9 × 10 21 m −2
, which corresponds to a pressure of 120 mbar at room temperature with a propagation distance of 3 mm.
Calculations were performed in a wide intensity range from IR I = 4 × 10 13 W/cm 2 to 6 × 10 14 W/cm 2 for both the 3d
5p (91.3 eV) and 3p
5s (210.4 eV) transitions and three of them are shown in Fig. 3 , where T-1 is plotted as a function of delay and photon energy. The unique feature of Kr that the energy distance between the 5s and 5p levels is 1.52 eV indeed assures a strong dressing effect for both the 3d fs, when the gas is pumped by the dressing laser pulse. It means temporal absorption at other photon energies than the original absorption lines appeared. This structure was broader at higher intensities and there was a spectrally periodic structure with the energy of the pump laser photons. This structure is almost washed out and disappears at very high intensities between −40 and + 40 fs. Furthermore, there is a fast oscillation in the absorption following the shape of the square of the electric field of the dressing laser pulse. It can also be seen that the transmission (T-1) can exceed 0 meaning the appearance of gain within very short time intervals as was earlier predicted and measured [38] . The calculated dressing effect was about 3-times stronger for the 3d
5p than for the 3p −1 5s as can be seen from the color bars in Fig. 3 . 
Results on the laser dressing of the 3d
5p and 3p
5s transition of krypton atoms
To examine and resolve the dynamics of the laser dressing on the 3d −1 5p and 3p −1 5s transitions of Kr atoms, delay scans were performed with femtosecond resolution in a delay interval of 420 fs using delay steps of 1.4 fs, furthermore with attosecond resolution in a delay interval of 50 fs using delay steps of about 170 as, respectively. Within one delay scan, HHG spectra were recorded with 2 s integration time (20 laser shots) in 300 delay steps limited by technical reasons. According to the calculations (Fig. 3) , weak dressing was predicted for a weak driving field below 1 × 10 14 W/cm 2 , where the ionized fraction of Kr atoms was also small below 10 −4 according to ionization theories [39] and measurements [40] . In a strong driving field, e.g. at 6 × 10 14 W/cm 2 , Figs. 3(c), 3(f), the theory predicted a strong dressing effect on the transmitted XUV signal with all atomic states merged into a continuum. Although for these laser intensities the ionization was strong and almost all the atoms became ionized during the interaction with the laser pulse, as an earlier study on Xe [20] also showed, the dressing effect remained still observable.
Femtosecond dynamics of the transient absorption
Applying a strong field dressing with laser peak intensity of 6 × 10 14 W/cm 2 , a delay scan was performed with femtosecond (1.4 fs) temporal resolution and plotted in Figs. 4(a) 3 eV) , respectively. Below the 214.4 eV (3p 3/2 ) ionization threshold in Fig. 4(a) , strong distortion of the harmonic line H137 at 211 eV can be observed at around zero delay as the consequence of the dressing laser field, as it would be expected from the calculation in Fig. 3(f) . Going further from the 3p −1 5s absorption line, calculations predicted decreasing dressing effects, which was well observable on the measurement. While the harmonic line H135 at 208 eV was still strongly affected, H133 was only weakly and H131 was almost not affected. Above 215 eV (H139, H141), the effect of dressing was not visible in the experiments similarly to [20] probably because this energy range was above the ionization threshold, what was not considered in the theory. In Fig. 4(b) , the measured and calculated transient transmissions were compared at two particular photon energies of 210.4 eV, which belonged to the 3p 5s absorption line, the calculated strong increase of the transmission was well followed by the measurement. Similarly, the transient absorption at 209.3 eV was well reproduced by the measurement. The fast modulations observable on the calculations were caused by the dressing laser field and had a period of 1.3 fs, which could not be resolved with the 1.4 fs temporal steps of these measurement series. They would have produced only confusing noise in the measurement, so a Fourier filter was applied to suppress the faster than 10 fs processes. The change in the absorption spectrum at around 92 eV during the illumination with the strong laser field was also measured for the transitions 3d −1 5p and 3d −1 6p in Fig. 4(c) . In this spectral range, the shape of the HHG spectra and especially the presence of the harmonic line would dominate and overwhelm the dressing effect. To avoid this, a Fourier filter had to be applied on the measured spectra to filter out the harmonic line structure at the 0.5 harmonic orders and also the spectral shape at zero order. Consequently, this figure shows only the change of the XUV transmission. Such filtering for Fig. 4(a) was not necessary, because there were no big changes in the spectral shape and the harmonic-line-structure was also weak in that spectral range. In Fig. 4(c) , an essential transmission change can be observed at three photon energies, at around 89 eV, 92 eV and 96 eV. At about 92 eV, the transmission increased at around zero delay, which can be attributed to the disappearance of the absorption of the transitions 3d 5s absorption line. This increased transmission was also predicted by simulations at 91.3 eV plotted in Fig. 3(c) . The fast modulations observable on the calculations were caused by the dressing laser field, which could not be resolved in the measurements with such a large delay steps. The observed signal at about 89 eV had a strong transmission at negative delays and transient absorption within a time interval at and after zero delays. It can be attributed to a dressed state and also to an additional process of transient two-photon (XUV + NIR) excitation of the 3d −1 5s transition. In Fig. 4(d) , the measurement showed a change of transmission similar to the calculation but within somewhat broader delay range. This difference can be the consequence of the used super-Gaussian temporal window in the calculation making calculations more efficient in the attosecond time scale but less accurate in the sub-ps time scale. The observed signal at 96 eV, which appeared at the ionization threshold, was probably caused by the laser field enhanced ionization, which process was not part of the present study and was not considered in the theory. Both in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) , weaker distortions of the transmitted signal were observed at around ± 190 fs delays, which were probably the consequence of a weaker pre and post pulses in the laser pulse, unrecognized during pulse characterization.
Fourier-transform spectroscopy to recognize attosecond transient processes
Transient changes of two core-level transitions were studied, namely, the transition from 3d 5/2 to 5p 3/2 at around 90 eV and the transition from 3p 3/2 to 5s 1/2 at around 210 eV. Looking into the results of the measurements and calculations in more detail, however, one can recognize different contributions. To do so, measurement series in the time window noted in Fig. 4 A similar change of the transient absorption can be expected in gases as was observed in our earlier measurement for solids [10] and was described as follows ( )
where τ is the delay between the pump and probe pulses; 0 ( ) I τ is the envelope of the laser pulse; 0 ν is the laser frequency and Fig. 5(c) and 5(d) , the peaks at 0.75 PHz and 1.5 PHz clearly appeared and were noted with black arrows. Mainly in Fig. 5(d) , the measured dressing peaks were double peaks of 0.65/0.75 PHz and their harmonics of 1.3/1.5 PHz. The third harmonic peaks at 1.95/2.25 PHz can even be recognized but they were near the level of the background noise. The origin of the double-peek structure has not still been resolved. Additional strong spectral components can be observed at 2 PHz in Fig. 5(d) noted with yellow arrow and at 0.3 PHz in both Fig. 5 (c) and 5(d) noted with red arrows. These two peaks were the beating between two absorption channels starting from the sublevels of the 3d and 3p quantum states of Kr and the possible beating schemes were presented in Fig. 1(e) for the two quantum states. We examined these beating in details in Section 3.
In addition, well distinguishable peaks can be observed at about 0.2 PHz, which appeared in both cases. The origin of these peaks has not yet been resolved; it could be the consequence of the coupling between 5s, 5p, 6p and one higher atomic level, which were not included in our model.
As it was mentioned earlier, a small part of the laser beam from the HHG source added about 2% intensity to the pump beam, which could add up to 14% electric field by interference. This beam however propagates together with the attosecond pulse train and consequently has no delay (τ) dependence. The transmission change ΔT is proportional to the square of the transition dipole moment (d) as can be seen from Eq. (1) and (A1) in [10] , and consequently it can be expressed as
is caused by the pump laser field and delay independent d 0 is caused by the weaker laser field from the HHG source. The first term gives the signal one want to measure; the second term is a constant shift and the last two terms are the interference terms. The interference terms are proportional to d 0 giving only 14% contribution to the signal. Furthermore, they are linear with d(τ) meaning that they give an oscillation with the 0.375
PHz frequency of the laser field, what can be distinguished from the other contributions mentioned above and can be easily Fourier filtered causing no problem in the measurements. As can be seen in the inset of Fig. 1(a) the laser beam at the Kr gas had a ring structure what fulfilled the 1-mm hole in the gas tube. The XUV beam size was about 0.4 mm and illuminated few inner rings depending on the opening of the aperture for controlling the pump pulse energy. The input slit of the spectrograph, however allowed only a part of the central region into the spectrograph. Along the slit, the XUV beam still saw different laser intensities but they arrived at different part of the CCD. A central band region of the CCD was averaged to get the XUV spectra presented still covering the central range and the first ring. Because the amplitude of the linear beat is proportional with the laser intensity Eq. (5), the effect of the average intensity was measured. For the non-linear beat, the square-average was measured. It made only possible to draw conclusion not about the amplitudes of the linear and the non-linear beat but their present. To study the transient processes in more detail, a part of the delay range around zero delay of Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) was scanned with a higher temporal resolution of 170 as temporal steps and the delay range when the absorption line start to split was plotted in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) and compared with the calculations of Fig. 6(c) and 6(d) . Here, we aimed to study laser dressing, thus Fourier windows at the 0.75 PHz dressing peak and at the zero-order were applied. Beyond the temporal and spectral patterns recognized earlier, the fast change in the transmission caused by the electric field of the dressing laser pulse appeared in both spectral ranges. The calculations showed much richer temporal and spectral structures that were not possible to resolve with the measurements; however the main structural properties were well resolved in both cases. We would like to highlight the phase shift along the vertical line structures caused by the electric field of the dressing laser pulse, which consequently have a temporal period of 1.3 fs. In Fig. 6(a) , a phase shift of about one quarter period (0.7 fs) can be observed between the two measured periodic structures, just above and below the absorption line at 91.3 eV, which can also be seen in the calculation. A similar shift can be observed at the absorption line of 210.4 eV in Fig. 6(b) . At the two photon energies below and above the two absorption lines, the transmission changes were plotted in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f). Both the slow changes and the fast periodic modulations show very good agreement between the measured and the calculated results (dark and light blue solid lines), and additionally, the phase shift between the curves plotted at different photon energies (red dashed lines) are clearly visible.
Attosecond dynamics of the transient absorption in case of strong ionization

Attosecond dynamics of the transient absorption in case of weak ionization
As can be seen in Figs. 3(c) and 3(f) , when dressing the Kr atoms with a strong laser field of 6 × 10 14 W/cm 2 the original absorption line of the atoms disappeared completely, and only weak and strongly structured absorption appeared during the time the atoms were illuminated with the laser pulse. Additionally, this induced absorption was extended over a wide spectral range. Much less extended and more prominent absorption changes were predicted by the theory at lower laser intensities as can be seen in Figs. 3(a) . At the former intensity, we observed no visible ionization of the Kr gas, while at the later one, a weak ionization was visible.
To look into the measurements in detail, temporal and spectral windows of interest have been plotted in Figs. 7(a) and 7(c), namely at around 92.4 eV at higher intensity, and at around 210.4 eV at lower intensity. The involved transitions are noted with red dashed arrows in Figs. 7(a) and 7(c). As it can be recognized for both transitions, the phase of dressing (0.75 PHz) transmission modulation shifted at around the absorption lines. Plotting the transmission change separately at nearby photon energy (orange dashed) together with the transmission at the absorption lines (blue) in Figs. 7(b) and 7(d), the phase shift can be well recognized. An interesting phenomenon can be observed in both transitions, namely that the sign of the phase shift changed at about −12 fs and −18 fs delays respectively. In our measurements, we were able to resolve the phase shift of the transmission with accuracy between 300 as and 650 as. 5s as noted in the figure. In these measurements, we did not use the Si foil as earlier in Fig. 4 , so that the effects of the dressing over 100 eV became also visible. Furthermore, we did not filter out the zero order as we did in the strong field measurement in Fig. 4 . We used here another method to eliminate the shape of the spectrum and harmonic lines, namely, we subtracted the DC part of the delay-dependent signal at every photon-energy and plotted only the AC part. In the left column of Fig. 8 , we put the magnified part of the calculations plotted in the same delay ranges as the measurements were made. It can be recognized on the calculated figures that the original absorption lines were split and opened to ± 1 and ± 2 order dressed lines. Additionally, a fast periodic structure was around the dressed lines everywhere with a period of half optical cycle of the dressing laser field (1.34 fs or 0.75 PHz). The split of the absorption lines can be recognized in the measurement too (right column). Furthermore, the higher order (mainly negative order) dressed states caused additional absorptions and spectrally periodic patterns with about 1.5 eV periods. The split of the absorption lines and the new dressed states were highlighted with gray dashed lines in the measured (b) and (d) panels.
For direct comparison, the delay dependence of the XUV transmission was separately plotted in Fig. 9 at few photon energies around the absorption lines. The calculated curves at four dressing laser intensities were plotted with plastic colors and shifted with integers for better visibility. At the two measured intensities, the results (within the narrower delay range of the measurements) were plotted with similar but darker colors and also shifted with halfintegers for better visibility.
The measured transmission curves followed the theoretical predictions very well: At 94 eV and 209.5 eV, the dressing laser induced absorption with two characteristic valleys (noted with black arrows) being more prominent at higher intensities and their positions were dependent on the laser intensity. On the measurements, both the laser induced absorption and the presence of the valleys and the mentioned characteristics were observed at the correct delays. Additionally, around zero delay, the theory predicted increasing amplitude of the modulation of 0.75 PHz dressing on increasing intensity, what was also observed. At 210.4 eV, the original absorptions of the Kr atoms were canceled by the laser pulse and even transient gain (larger than 1 transmission) appeared at the characteristic peaks at around −20 fs delay at intensity of 4 × 10 13 W/cm 2 , what range was anyway measured and plotted in Fig.  7(c) . This peak that was well visible at low intensities, almost disappeared at higher intensities both in the theory and the experiments, see Fig. 9(c) . Similar transient gains were theoretically predicted at 94 eV and at about + 20 fs delay at larger laser intensities of 8 × 10 13 W/cm 2 and 1 × 10 14 W/cm 2 in Fig. 9(a) . Transient gain was also theoretically predicted and experimentally observed in Fig. 6(a)-6(d) , where the calculated positive transmission change (red colors) meant larger than 1 transmission or gain. Fig. 9 . Attosecond dynamics of the dressed Kr is plotted (light colors) at four laser intensities of the calculation and (dark colors) two intensities of the measurement at few photon energies. For better visibility, the curves were shifted vertically with integers in the case of the calculations and with half-integers in the case of the measurements.
Conclusion
By using attosecond pulse trains of HHG and the broad generated spectrum covering the 70 -230 eV photon energy range, we studied laser dressed krypton atoms by attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy at the two core level transitions 3d 5s, at 91.3 eV and 210.4 eV, respectively. The energy difference of the 5s and 5p levels of Kr (1.52 eV) gave us a unique opportunity for resonantly dressing these levels with the laser pulses of a Ti:sapphire laser system. Therefore, we were able to observe strong dressing effects not only at high laser intensities such as 6 × 10 14 W/cm 2 , but even at about 10 times lower laser intensities of 4 × 10 13 W/cm 2 and 8 × 10 13 W/cm 2 too. In the meantime, we modeled the dressing processes with three-and four-level density matrix equations beyond the rotating-wave approximation and compared the experimental and theoretical results. The theory predicted a complex temporal behavior of the transmission change containing delay ranges with transient absorption and with transient gain also in the femtosecond time scale and fast laser field driven temporal oscillations at its second, fourth and sixth harmonic frequencies of 0.75, 1.5 and 2.25 THz. Experimentally we observed the second and fourth harmonics. Furthermore, we observed quantum beats at 0.3 PHz and 2.0 PHz which were attributed to the beating between the 3d 5/2 and 3d 3/2 sub-levels and the 3p 3/2 and 3p 1/2 sublevels, respectively. 
